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ANTENNA INNOVATION 
FOR WIRELESS MICS, IEMS, AND PRODUCTION COMMS
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NOT YOUR AUDIENCE!

WIRELESS 
PROBLEMS?
Wireless audio at A/V events  is not getting 
any easier- every customer I talk to can recall 
that ugly, sinking feeling when the event 
audio starts to dropout or encounters 
interference from a third party source.  The 
mic user becomes  flustered and tries to push 
on, the audience begins  to tune out, the 
producer complains to the sound crew, and 
the frantic troubleshooting begins.  One 
engineer recently lamented, “RF is equal 
parts rocket science and black magic.” 

Since their popularization in film, TV, and 
broadcast in the 1970s, wireless microphone 
systems have exploded in popularity and 
become standard at most of today’s live 
events.  Wireless systems are now offered at 
every price level and are no longer relegated 
to pro users. But the widespread adoption of 
wireless audio systems in an increasingly 
wireless world has brought a lot of 
challenges.

Aside from the internal issues of coordinating 
multiple channels at an event, there are a 
multitude of external factors operators must 
address in today’s increasingly crowded RF 
spectrum.  Historically, as unlicensed 
devices, microphones have shared the UHF 
band with TV broadcasters.  But following a 
range of regulatory actions by FCC, 
microphone users have lost a third of their 

available spectrum, and the UHF band is set 
to welcome a range of new fixed and mobile 
data devices that will make wireless audio 
even more challenging than it is today.  Much 
different than TV stations, which are fixed 
channels in a given area, these new UHF 
band data devices will hop frequencies, 
check for surrounding devices before 
transmitting, and access a geo-location 
database.  The jury is out on whether this 
intricate database system and “listen before 
talk” will work in the real world (and especially 
at scale), but from a policy standpoint,  it’s 
become clear that wireless mic users face an 
uphill battle against the national broadband 
plan and so-called white space devices.  
When these data devices soon walk in and 
out of the venue with the audience, it  is easy 
to see why the pro A/V industry is  so 
concerned about its most critical tools.

Wireless mic 
operators have lost a 
third of their spectrum
RFvenue’s  approach to the problem is not to 
simply migrate wireless equipment to some 
other part of the RF spectrum, but to enable 
current and future wireless systems to 
operate more reliably with less available 
spectrum.  Our team founded RFvenue to 
achieve a higher degree of performance for 
these important audio systems, and the 
means to that end is a combination of 
innovative antenna technology and all-new 
wireless hardware and software platforms. 

Our technology is 
spectrum efficient: 
more devices, less 
spectrum   

By optimizing reception areas for wireless 
systems using our patent-pending RF 
Spotlight technology, desired microphone 
signal reception quality is increased, while 
interference sources outside the reception 
area are decreased.  This allows close range 
microphone systems to gain tactical 
advantage over other devices next door, 
down the street,  or across  town.  For 
medium range applications,  our Diversity Fin 
antenna incorporates both the directional 
characteristics of an LPDA with the bi-
directional response of a dipole on one easy 
to use platform.  This dual element design 
dramatically reduces signal fades and 
dropouts  in indoor environments and makes 
antenna setup a breeze for users.  For longer 
range applications  in touring and broadcast, 
our foldable, lightweight CP Beam antenna is 
the tool for the job.  The CP Beam has the 
high gain, circularly polarized characteristics 
of a helical type antenna in a lower cost, 
lightweight form that location sound mixers, 
touring sound crews, and rental companies 
greatly appreciate over today’s expensive 
and bulky designs.  The following pages 
detail the current RFvenue product offerings, 
please review them in detail  be sure to get in 
touch if you have any questions!

-Chris Regan, CEO

Diversity Fin™ Antenna CP Beam™ AntennaRF Spotlight™ Antenna

CLOSE RANGE LONG RANGEMEDIUM RANGE
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RF SPOTLIGHT™ ANTENNA 

A New Breed of Antenna for UHF Wireless

• 19” diameter, 1/4” thick tough PVC floor pad

• Designed for nearfield, limited range use

• Tailored for 470-698 MHz UHF, microphones, 
IEMs, Intercom 

• Perfect for conference rooms, lecture 
spaces, tradeshow exhibit areas, worship 
sanctuaries other close range apps

• Increases desired signal quality, decreases 
unwanted signals

• Connects to existing UHF wireless equipment 
systems via simple coaxial cable, can be 
hidden under carpeting, podiums, staging if 
desired.

CLOSE RANGE

Custom “tail” lengths, and 
connectors are no problem- 
just specify with your order!
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Note: In many applications, the RF Spotlight is not required to be located at center stage! 
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RF SPOTLIGHT ANTENNA TEST

TEST SETUP included a 10 mW Shure ULX handheld transmitter tuned to 525.25 MHz 5 feet above ground, 
50 feet LMR-400 coaxial cable, and a dipole reference placed at the receiver position 50 feet from the 
microphone.  RF Spotlight placed on ground 5 feet from microphone position. Test site: Ashland, MA USA

Dipole Reference @ 50 Feet RF Spotlight

RECEIVER SCANNER DEMO - RFvenue customers routinely send in screenshots using the onboard 
receiver scanning functions such as the one depicted here (before and after) on the AKG DMS700.  A similar 
“before and after” demo can be quickly done showing available intermod calculated channels on certain 
receivers, where available channels in crowded RF environments routinely increase from ~6 to 14+
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The RF Spotlight™ Antenna is designed to be used on a floor 
in conjunction with wireless microphone systems, IEMs, IFB, 
or other UHF communication devices.  The pattern type is 
hemispherical within the stage or desired area of use.  The 
operating range is typically determined by transmitter output 
power, ~25 meters (75 ft.) with a 10 mW transmitter. ~75 
Meters (250 ft) typical with higher output transmitters +30 
mW.  Interconnects via coaxial cable to receiver, or antenna 
combiner. Antenna is placed near desired field of use.

Elevation

45º Azimuth

Model Number RFS-1

Electrical Characteristics

Operating frequency 468-740 MHz
Bandwidth 272 MHz
Average return loss -7.04 dBm
Impedance (nom) 50 Ω
Pattern type Floor Omni
Gain -1dBd
F/B Ratio N/A
F/S Ratio N/A
Transmit power (max) 100 mW
Polarization Elliptical

Physical Characteristics
Diameter 483 mm / 19 in
Thickness 7mm/0.26 in Typ.
Weight 1.4 kg / 3 lbs
Operating temperature -10-40C (-14-40 F)
Mounting location Floor
Color/Reflectance Stage Gray 18% Avg.
Connector BNC female

Typ. Return Loss

Specifications are typical.  Actual performance varies under changing environmental and 
physical conditions outside the control of RFvenue.  Specifications subject to change without 
notice.  Warranty: As stated with delivered item.  Soundwave Research Laboratories, Inc. 
will not repair or exchange any item that has been modified by the user. The design of this 
product is proprietary and subject to pending and/or issued patents, trademarks and 
copyrights.

Soundwave Research Laboratories, Inc. 72 Nickerson Road Ashland MA 01721      01 617-500-9096        RFvenue.com

RFS-1 1/2/2012

RF SPOTLIGHT™ ANTENNA 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



RFvenue RF Spotlight™ Application Notes
by Henry Cohen

Production Radio Rentals

Background

The RFvenue RF Spotlight™ (RFS) is an alternative and innovative approach to the typical 
antenna design philosophy as applied to entertainment production wireless microphones and in 
ear monitors (IEM).    Designed with the idea of mitigating interference at the antenna in order 
to protect wireless microphone operations, and for reducing one’s own interference potential 
to other nearby operations in the case of IEMs, the RFS exhibits both limited and predictable 
horizontal and elevation beamwidths for those applications when a relatively small coverage 
area is required, such as an exhibit booth, podium or lectern; or in a very limited area of activity 
on a larger stage.

Typically, event production wireless antennas are designed to be deployed at some distance from 
the talent-worn transmitter or receiver and at some elevation in order to get above head level 
and other obstacles with the goal of achieving as clear line of sight propagation path as possible.   
Deploying the antenna high creates a greater exposure to potential interference – in the case of 
wireless microphones - from unwanted RF energy (either broadband or just an increase in the 
noise floor) and other purpose-generated carriers that the user has little to no control over.   In 
the case of IEMs, the user could potentially be radiating energy beyond the required coverage 
area at levels strong enough to interfere with other event elements or with neighboring events.

When and Where to Use the RF Spotlight

For those applications where both a relatively limited coverage area can be defined and the 
performance area permits placement under carpeting, matting or under non-conductive 
decking/staging, the flat mat structure of the RFS affords significant interference mitigation, 
limited propagation and visually unobtrusive performance.   The RFS is a round, flat rubberized 
package approximately 20” in diameter by ¼” thick with a 12” RG58 coaxial tail terminated 
with a female BNC.   With a hemispherical radiation pattern, circular polarization and deliberate 
reduction in sensitivity across its 470-698MHz operating range, the RFS is placed on the floor 
near or directly under the talent.   Because the RFS is significantly closer to the talent, it does 
not need the same sensitivity performance of a typical antenna designed for free space 
deployment.   This, coupled with the floor position, produces a lower usable horizon, and results 
in the RFS being far less sensitive to potential interferers outside of the hemisphere of 
coverage.   The coverage pattern size can be further shrunk with respect to the wireless mic 
receiver by inserting an attenuator at the equipment end of the coax, or at the RFS connector 
in the case of an IEM.

Coverage Area and Range

When placed on the floor as intended, free field 
(unobstructed) sensitivity of the RFS approaches that 

Coverage Range with 
10mW bodypack in 

free field

Attenuation Level

84’ -
40’ 10 dB
20’ 20 dB



of a wideband UHF-TV band dipole at a six foot height to a distance of about 42 feet (84 foot 
diameter).   At that point the coverage pattern begins to fall off sharply at more than 12dB per 
doubling of distance at a height of four feet (waist level).   By placing a 10dB pad at the end of 
the coax, the effective similarity to the dipole shortens to about 20 feet (40 foot diameter); a 
20dB pad reduces effective coverage to about 10 feet (20 foot diameter).   Further decrease in 
sensitivity can be achieved with higher value attenuation.   Coverage pattern reduction can also 
be achieved by using longer sections of coax relying on line loss, and by taking advantage of 
obstructions such as set pieces and booth walls.   

Summary

The RF Spotlight is for those applications when a relatively small coverage area is required, such 
as an exhibit booth, podium or lectern, or in a very limited area of activity on a larger stage.   

Expect a coverage 
area close to the 
transmitter, and reduced signals from distant, and potentially interfering sources.

Henry Cohen is an RF engineer, consultant and principal at Production Radio 
with over thirty years in the entertainment industry, the last fifteen focused 
almost exclusively on radio frequency principles and practices.  He is a 
recognized authority on event production wireless equipment, system engineering 
and deployment in critical high profile and difficult RF production environments

About the Author



DIVERSITY FIN™ ANTENNA 

For the best results, typical “paddle” 
antennas require the user to setup two units 
spaced apart at a distance determined by the 
transmitting frequency.  Figuring out the proper 
placement and configuration of remote 
antennas onsite is a pain, especially when you 

have no room for multiple stands,  and when 
incorrect placement results in bad audio.  For 
location sound and TV/Film it’s one more setup and 
breakdown to deal with between scenes.  Instead 
of setting up two paddles, setup just one Diversity 
Fin and get reliable diversity reception without the 
configuration hassle.

Since the Diversity Fin incorporates two separate 
antenna elements (LPDA and Dipole) oriented 
precisely at 90 degrees, the chance of linear cross 
polarization fades (i.e. when the microphone or 
bodypack transmitter changes its angle) is 
dramatically reduced.   This  results  in more 
consistent,  reliable wireless audio without the audio 
dropouts  and “PFFFT!” switching sounds as  the 
diversity receiver switches back and forth between 
antennas to capture the signal.  

The Diversity Fin is tailored for use between 470 
and 698  MHz in the UHF band, and is compatible 
with all UHF wireless receivers and combiners 
on the market.  Connection is  easy: just 
grab two low-loss coaxial cables and 
connect the Diversity Fin to your 
rece ive r o r combiner 
a n t e n n a i n p u t s , 
m o u n t o n a 
stand, and you’re 
done!

EXCELLENT DIVERSITY RECEPTION
FROM ONLY ONE ANTENNA POSITION

• Works with all wireless 
receivers, 470-698 MHz

• Perfect for everyday stage, 
worship, and A/V productions

• Decrease signal fades, audio 
dropouts, and static

• Super strong, water resistant 
padded nylon cover 

• Both antenna inputs onto one 
unit, quick and easy setup

• Fits 1/4-20 Lighting Stands, 
3/8-16 EU Mic stands, and 
5/8-27 International Mic 
Stands- no adapters!

MEDIUM RANGE

"The dual polarized design of the 
Diversity Fin will likely afford better 
RF performance over two antennas 
with insufficient spatial separation." 

- Henry Cohen, Production Wireless

“Needless to say, the Diversity Fin 
Antenna is my most powerful tool in 
my mobile wireless package. When 
you're expected to capture perfect 
wireless audio and are limited by 
weight and mobility, the Diversity 
Fin Antenna should be the tool of 
choice.”

-Tyler Faison, Location Sound Mixer
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Soundwave Research Laboratories, Inc. 72 Nickerson Road Ashland MA 01721  USA        01 617-500-9096        RFvenue.com

Typ. Return Loss - LPDATyp. Return Loss - Dipole

Model Number DFIN-1

Electrical Characteristics
Operating frequency 468-740 MHz
Bandwidth 272 MHz
Average return loss -9.4 dBm
Impedance 50 Ω
Pattern type Dual Omni-Unidirectional

LPDA
Beam width 140º Azimuth
F/B Ratio 8 dB
F/S Ratio 5 dB
Gain 5 dBd
Polarization Vertical

Dipole
Beam width 100º Azimuth
F/B Ratio 5 dB
F/S Ratio 13 dB
gain 1.8 dBd
Polarization Horizontal

Physical Characteristics
Length 300mm/12 in
Height 370mm/15 in
Weight 454 g/1 lb
Mounting Block 1/4-20, 3/18-16, 5/8-27 
Operating temperature -23 -54C/-10-130F
Color Black
Connector BNC female (2)

LPDA

DIVERSITY FIN™ ANTENNA 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dipole

Specifications are typical.  Actual performance varies under changing environmental and 
physical conditions outside the control of RFvenue.  Specifications subject to change without 
notice.  Warranty: As stated with delivered item.  Soundwave Research Laboratories, Inc. 
will not repair or exchange any item that has been modified by the user. The design of this 
product is proprietary and subject to pending and/or issued patents, trademarks and 
copyrights.

The Diversity Fin™ Antenna is 
designed to be used with wireless 
microphone systems and other UHF 
receivers incorporating dual branch 
diversity reception, and comprises 
orthogonal, directional LPDA and bi-
directional dipole elements.  The 
element orientation and position 
achieve optimal polarization diversity 
reception and improve signal 
constancy in indoor and reflective 
environments.  

Connect two receiver (or antenna 
combiner) branches to the Diversity 
Fin via coaxial cables (not supplied)   

DFIN-1 1/2/2012

Azimuth

Azimuth



RFvenue Diversity Fin™ Antenna Application Notes
By Henry Cohen

Production Radio Rentals

Introduction

The RFvenue Diversity Fin™ is an innovative antenna design targeted for entertainment 
production wireless.   Incorporating orthogonally opposed elements, a single antenna unit can 
now provide both cross polarization sensitivity and dual feeds for diversity wireless microphone 
receivers without the need to deploy two physical antennas at a calculated distance.

Why use the Diversity Fin?

Immediate advantages to a single antenna unit deployment include no concerns about proper 
distance between antenna pairs, less concern with finding two antenna locations free of 
obstructions and out of camera shot, less coax deployed (with less chances of damage to the 
coax and personnel tripping), faster deployment and take down, and fewer aesthetic objections.

How it Works

The underlying design of the Diversity Fin is a log periodic dipole array (LPDA, aka “shark fin” 
and “paddle”) tuned for the North American UHF-TV band of 470-698MHz with a half-power 
horizontal beam width of 100-110 degrees, 5-6dB forward gain, 12-15dB front to back ratio, and  
a nominal 50 ohm impedance.    This is the first radiating/reception element terminating in a 
female BNC mounted to the PCB plane comprising the structure of the antenna.  

The innovation places a second dipolar element orthogonally with respect to the LPDA directly 
on the PCB plane in the rear null.  This element terminates into a second female BNC adjacent 
to the LPDA’s.   From an RF performance perspective with respect to a diversity wireless mic 
receiver, the orthogonally opposed antenna elements achieve the same electrical isolation 
between the elements as two antennas spatially separated sufficient for reactive near field 
isolation (a bit more than one wavelength) while being sensitive to all arriving wave polarizations 
with no more than 3dB cross polarization loss, regardless of where it is placed.

The forward gain of the LPDA provides for greater sensitivity when the transmitter is at 
distance without being overly susceptible to unwanted RF energies from the rear.   Conversely, 
the bi-directional pattern of the horizontally polarized elements provide for better response 
when the transmitter antenna is greater than 45 degrees from vertical, and thus greatly reduces 
dropouts due to cross polarization.

Use in the Field

So what is the practical implication and application of such a design, as it pertains to 
entertainment production wireless microphones? The first considerations with any antenna 
deployment is to determine the required coverage area(s), obstructions in the propagation path 
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(e.g.  set pieces, other performers/talent) aesthetics (camera angles, or simply visual displeasure 
by senior event staff) and coax path(s).   In some situations, such as TV/film location shoots and 
convention breakout rooms, setup and tear down time may also be a significant issue.   Diversity 
pairs of antennas with insufficient “views” of the required coverage area, insufficient physical 
separation, reflective surfaces within reactive near fields or having long coax runs with excessive 
loss all contribute to less than acceptable signal levels at the receiver(s) during the course of the 
event.   Long coax runs also run the risk of damage or presenting a trip hazard.   With a single 
antenna unit design, just one optimum location and coax path is required, deployment and take 
down can be achieved in less than half the time as with two antennas, and the one location 
results in less aesthetic concerns.   As with all engineering designs and deployments, 
compromise of many factors is ever present.   One key to successful operations is selecting the 
best tool for the application based on these factors, and the Diversity Fin is a novel tool to have 
among one’s antenna inventory.

Some Practical Considerations

A look at some typical scenarios where the Diversity Fin will provide significant advantage to 
the operator, and by extension to the their client:

1) A small convention breakout room where all audio is controlled from a small 
location at the front of house.  There’s no room to get minimally appropriate spatial 
separation of diversity antennas (about two feet at 500MHz) or height and the client 
does not care for the visual impact of two antennas, one outside the control area.

Here a single Diversity Fin on a microphone stand in front, beside or in back of the 
sound operator raised above head level provides for a simpler, less cluttered and 
visually less objectionable alternative.  More importantly, the dual polarized design of 
the Diversity Fin will likely afford better RF performance over the two antennas with 
insufficient spatial separation.

2) A TV/film shoot often schedules several locations outside the soundstage during the 
course of the day’s shooting.  Set up and take down times by all departments must be 

minimized as well any potential for equipment loss or damage.   In this 

application the sound mixer or his assistant need only run out one pre-bundled pair 
of coax lines to a single point.  Antenna repositioning, if required, becomes faster and 
less cluttered.  Appropriate space to locate two antennas among a plethora of 
lighting, camera, grip and set pieces is reduced to one location.

Henry Cohen is an RF engineer, consultant and principal at Production Radio 
with over thirty years in the entertainment industry, the last fifteen focused 
almost exclusively on radio frequency principles and practices.  He is a 
recognized authority on event production wireless equipment, system engineering 
and deployment in critical high profile and difficult RF production environments

About the Author
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CP BEAM™ ANTENNA 

The CP Beam is designed for touring sound professionals, 
sports broadcast engineers, and those who frequently operate 
far away from the action.  Long range FOH positions often 
require a high gain antenna for microphone or in-ear-monitor 
links.   

Unlike expensive, bulky helical antennas, the circular polarized 
CP Beam is lightweight, rapidly deployed, and easily stored.  
The durable, water resistant nylon cover compresses down 
and buckles closed to easily fit inside a rack drawer.  When 
needed, simply unbuckle the straps, extend the CP Beam, 
and mount it on a stand.

HIGH GAIN, FOLDABLE
ANTENNA FOR TOURING PROFESSIONALS

• Works with existing wireless microphone and IEM 
systems, 470-698 MHz

• Folds from 12” extended to 3” compressed

• Perfect for long range FOH in arenas, large 
churches, sports stadiums, and outdoor concerts.

• Circular Polarized for high directionality and strong 
signal reception

• Super strong, water resistant nylon cover 

• Fits 1/4-20 Lighting Stands, 3/8-16 EU Mic stands, 
and 5/8-27 International Mic Stands- no adapters!

• Custom colors and logo screening available

LONG RANGE

“My client is covering horse racing for a live TV program, 
outdoors. Very long distances.  Your CP Beam works very 
well and has extended their useable range so that they can 
get a clear signal at over 500 meters!”

-Noretron Broadcast, Finland



The CP Beam™ Antenna is a 
circularly polarized beam antenna 
designed to be used with wireless 
microphone systems, IEMs, and 
other UHF communication devices 
for long range operation. 

To use, disconnect straps and 
extend CP Beam. Connect coaxial 
cable to receiver, transmitter, or 
antenna combiner. Mount antenna 
on stand.   

To store, compress antenna and 
attach straps to hold as shown.

     

Typ. Return Loss

Azimuth X

Azimuth Y

Soundwave Research Laboratories Inc.  72 Nickerson Road Ashland MA 01721 USA     01 617-500-9096        RFvenue.com

Specifications are typical.  Actual performance varies under changing environmental and 
physical conditions outside the control of RFvenue.  Specifications subject to change without 
notice.  Warranty: As stated with delivered item.  Soundwave Research Laboratories, Inc. 
will not repair or exchange any item that has been modified by the user. The design of this 
product is proprietary and subject to pending and/or issued patents, trademarks and 
copyrights.

CP BEAM™ ANTENNA 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Model CPB-1

Electrical Characteristics
Operating frequency 468-740 MHz
Bandwidth 272 MHz
Average return loss -13.15 dBm
Impedance 50 Ω
Pattern type Beam
Polarization RHCP

Azimuth X -
Beam width 63º
F/B Ratio 15 dB
F/S Ratio 12 dB
Squint < 2 dB

Azimuth Y -
Beam width 70º
F/B Ratio 15 dB
F/S Ratio 12 dB

Squint < 2
Gain 9 dBd
Transmit Power (max.) 50 W

Physical Characteristics
Length 355mm/ 14 in
Height 355mm/ 14 in
Weight 1100 g / 2.5 lbs
Mounting 1/4-20, 3/18-16, and 5/8-27  
Operating Temperature -23 to 54C/10-130 F
Color Black
Connector N female (BNC adapter supplied)

CPB-1 1/2/2012
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“The first truly low loss 8X-type coax, 
with foil plus tinned copper shield, 
micro-cell foam dielectric, and now with 
a great new, tougher, higher temperature, 
UV resistant jacket.”

COAXIAL CABLE

A critical link in the RF signal chain is the remote antenna 
coaxial cable.   All too often we encounter very low-quality 
RG58  coax that impacts the signal hitting the receiver by as 
much as 12 dB per 100 ft at 450 MHz.   

We are always advocating for the use of high quality,  low loss 
cable to our customers, dealers, and system integrators.  
Understandably the trade offs  between attenuation, flexibility, 
and weight are substantial.  After extensive research and 
polling in the market place, we determined that a particular 
RG8X stood out among the crowded field as the best.  We 
now offer this RG8X as an accessory to all of our products  at 
at among the most competitive prices in the industry.   This 
braid over foil design exhibits low loss  characteristics while 
maintaining good flexibility for storage and quick winding.  
Standard lengths are 7.6 m (25 ft.)  and 15 m (50 ft.), 
terminated with high quality BNC connectors.  Custom 
lengths and connectors are available. Each RFvenue coaxial 
cable come with a velcro cable wrap.

For touring and broadcast customers who require higher 
gauge coaxial cable for longer cable runs or for maximum 
signal strength to the receiver or transmitter,  RFvenue also 
supplies a high quality LMR 400 type coaxial cable.     

HIGH QUALITY, LOW LOSS 
AT THE BEST PRICE

Every coaxial cable is tested for quality on Agilent RF equipment


